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Abstract: The long-span Cross-Rope Suspended (CRS) system is composed of a transmission line
(conductor), a long-span suspension cable, and an insulator. The previously introduced long-span
CRS with a Tension Insulator (CRSTI) has shown applicability in mountainous areas. However, the
tension insulator divided the suspension cable into several sections, which made the construction of
a long-span CRS rather difficult. This paper introduces long-span CRS with a Suspension Insulator
(CRSSI), in which the suspension cable was not disconnected, and the conductor was supported by a
suspension insulator connected to the suspension cable. For the purposes of assessment, the initial
shape of the suspension cable with concentrated loading from the self-gravity of the suspension
insulator and the conductors was studied, and practical lengths in construction could be calculated
exactly. Secondly, the structural performance of CRSSI, including its dynamic properties and the
loading effect of wind, was discussed by means of numerical analysis. Vibration modes of the
structure were obtained by FE analysis. Finally, structural deformation under static wind loading
was studied. The result of the analysis showed that the stiffness of CRSSI was lower than CRSTI.
The first frequency of CRSSI was 6% smaller than CRSTI. Regarding static wind loading, additional
displacement of the insulator contributed to the maximum displacement of long-span CRSSI. Ap-
parently, the displacement of the suspension insulator increased with wind speed. Moreover, the
number of spans has an insignificant influence on tension force and deformation.

Keywords: cross-rope suspension; dynamics; long span; power transmission line; suspension
insulator; wind load; finite element analysis; geometric nonlinear

1. Introduction

Long-span Cross-Rope Suspended (CRS) overhead lines are a type of structure in
which the transmission line is supported by a long-span suspension cable. They are suitable
in mountainous areas. Compared with conventional CRS, steel pylons are removed, and
the span of the cross-rope increases to hundreds of meters. Generally, both ends of the
cross-rope, also called a suspension cable, are directly fixed on top of mountains.

The first long-span CRS structure was reported in Cape Town, South Africa, in 2011:
it was called the “invisible tower line”, and it provided better protection of the local
landscape [1]. Cross-Rope Suspended systems with a Tension Insulator (CRSTI) (Figure 1)
are currently the adopted type of CRS. For CRSTI, a Tension Insulator (TI) connects multiple
sections of suspension cable and becomes a key member of the structure. Thus, the
transmission line is directly supported by a suspension cable. Li [2] established a finite
element model for CRSTI, which was used to analyze the dynamic characteristics and
study the wind-induced response. The horizontal displacements and tension force of the
suspension cables of CRSTI increased with the increase in wind speed. These results provide
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a basis for the practical engineering design of CRSTI. Tu [3] studied the corresponding
vortex-induced vibration and the controlling methods of CRSTI by numerical simulation.
However, due to the huge tension force, high tensional mechanical capacity is required
for TI, which results in difficulty in construction and relatively poor economic efficiency.
Therefore, a new type of CRS system is proposed, which is CRS with a Suspension Insulator
(CRSSI) (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Long-span Cross-Rope Suspension overhead transmission line with Tension Insulator.
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Figure 2. Long-span Cross-Rope Suspension overhead transmission line with Suspension Insulator.

For CRSSI, the upper end of the Suspension Insulator (SI) is hung on a suspension
cable, and the lower end is connected to the conductor. Thus, the weight load of the
transmission line is directly subject to the insulator. The structure for CRSSI is simpler
than CRSTI, and construction is easier. Additionally, the investment of CRSSI is less than
that of CRSTI. Obviously, the wind-induced response is smaller in CRSTI compared with
CRSSI. Simultaneously, the initial configuration of the suspension cable differs from that of
CRSTI. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the function of the suspension cable in order
to calculate its length accurately during practical construction. To select the appropriate
type for CRS construction, a thorough investigation into CRSSI and a comparison between
CRSSI and CRSTI were essential.

Currently, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been widely adopted for analyzing
complex flexible structures with large geometric deformations, which is applicable for
long-span CRS as well [4]. The basis of the analysis for CRS systems with large spans
is the initial shape of the conductors and suspension cables. Based on the traditional
shape-finding method for cables, Jia and Liu [5] introduced a method of finding the initial
shape of overhead transmission lines. Peyrot [6] proposed a method for structural analysis
of cable using nonlinear elastic suspended catenary units and presented the results of static
analysis of 500 kV cable tower transmission lines. Nie [7] modeled a guyed tower with
different element types based on finite element analysis and compared the influence of
different models on the overall response. Kempner [8] studied the dynamic characteristics
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of a guyed tower and proposed an analysis method for structural modal and vibrations.
McClure [9] studied the case of a line section experiencing two tower failures that were
caused by conductor breakages during an ice storm and established a macroscopic modeling
approach to dynamic analysis. Wang [10] established a finite model for a V-type insulator
string under dynamic wind load and compared dynamic and static calculation results.
Duan [11] investigated the aerodynamic coefficients of the contact line with two levels
of wear under different wind angles by means of the nonlinear finite element model and
summarized the effect of a damping dropper. Zhang [12] developed a finite model to
estimate the load-bearing capacity of a transmission tower and explained the reason for the
failure modes and the difference in buckled members using dynamic analysis and static
analysis. Zhang [13] established a design tool with a three-degrees-of-freedom hybrid
model that accommodated interactions of vertical, horizontal, and torsional movements.
Desai [14] developed a three-node, isoparametric cable element with three translationals
and a torsional degree of freedom at each node to obtain the envelope of galloping. Eric [15]
explained models for time histories of wind velocities of transient tornadoes and microburst
events and performed dynamic structural analysis of the two events.

This type of structure is sensitive to wind load, and the structural displacements
caused by wind loads are important to be concerned with [16–18]. For large-span wind-
sensitive structures such as cable-supported transmission line systems, vortex-induced
vibration caused by uniform flow is the most typical form of vibration and has been the fo-
cus of researchers’ attention [19]. Jafari [20] summarized different sources of wind-induced
cable vibration, consisting of vortex-induced vibration, rain–wind-induced vibration, dry
galloping, ice galloping, and wake galloping. Martins [21] investigated the application of
optimization techniques to cable-stayed bridges, which showed that bridges with innova-
tive cable arrangements like crossing cables attracted the interest of researchers. Liu [22]
summarized the current state of research on pantograph–catenary interaction for high-
speed railways and proposed future directions for improving the system to ensure optimal
performance at speeds of 400 km/h and above. Yin [23] proposed a filtering method for
abnormal working conditions based on density clustering to solve the problem of deviation
in the wind vane in wind turbines. Okamura [24] pointed out that the blow-down angle
was also important in a wind response analysis of a transmission tower in a mountainous
area. For a mountainous area, the combination of wind and ice in extreme conditions has
a significant impact on the design load of CRS. Keyhan [25] proposed a new method for
determining wind loads on conductors based on fluid–solid coupling analysis. Lalonde [26]
carried out a study of Aluminum Conductor Steel Reinforcement (ACSR) under wind-
induced loading using the finite element method and compared it with experimental data.
Jia [27] compared the fatigue calculation results with those obtained from a linear stochastic
dynamic analysis in the frequency domain and certified that wind-induced fatigue calcula-
tion procedures were widely adopted in various types of structures. Deng [28] presented
a four-span transmission line system subjected to skew incident wind forces on a lattice
suspension tower via experimental and numerical approaches. Pombo [29,30] addressed
the influence of track and environmental conditions on the pantograph–catenary, and re-
sults were obtained for high-speed trains running at 300 km/h in relation to the separation
between pantographs. Stickland [31] measured a damped oscillation of a section of the UK
East Coast Main Line catenary and increased mechanical damping, which was found to
raise the mechanical damping coefficient. Song [32] characterized pointwise stochastics of
Contact Wire Irregularity (CWI) and introduced the power spectral density (PSD) function
for CWI.

This paper discussed the expression of the initial shape of cable under the action
of a single concentrated force. A finite element model was established to analyze the
dynamic characteristics of CRSSI. Analysis of static wind loads on the CRSSI was carried
out. Furthermore, the response of the static wind load for CRSSI was compared with that
of CRSTI, offering a foundational theory for the selection of CRS and practical engineering
construction.
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2. Initial Shape of Cross-Rope under Loading of Conductors

In the CRS system, the initial shape of the cable is meaningful to provide an unstressed
length of cable and final shape after construction. As known, the catenary is the initial
shape of cable with only self-weight and no additional loading. However, the initial shape
of the cable changes when the additional loading of the self-weight for conductor and
insulators is considered. In this chapter, the functions of the cable without loading and
with additional loading were derived, which is the basis for further FE modeling.

2.1. Approximate Equation of Catenary of Suspension Cable

Without additional external vertical loading and considering only self-weight, the
catenary is the initial shape of the cable fixed on both ends. For long-span CRS, the height of
both ends of the suspension cable varies due to terrain. Therefore, the shape of a cable with
unequal altitude and its derivation are studied in this chapter. A catenary with unequal
height is shown in Figure 3. In this figure, point A denotes the left end, and point B denotes
the right end. A small element of suspension cable composed of two ends of i and j was
taken as follows (shown in Figure 4).
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Both ends of the element were subjected to tension along the tangential direction,
which was decomposed into horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Moreover,
the element was subjected to distributed loads caused by its self-weight. The equilibrium
equations of the element are as follows:

H + dH − H = 0 (1)

H
dy
dx

+ d
(

H
dy
dx

)
− H

dy
dx

+ qds = 0 (2)

where q is the mass of the unit length of the cable.
According to Equation (1), the horizontal component of the cable force, H, is constant

along the cable. According to Equation (2), the differential equation of the cable is rewritten
as follows:

d2y
dx2 = − 1

H
qds
dx

(3)
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The differential formula of arc length gave the following:

ds =

√
1 +

(
dy
dx

)2
dx (4)

Based on Equations (3) and (4), the differential formula of catenary of cable gave

d2y
dx2 = − q

H

√
1 +

(
dy
dx

)2
(5)

Assuming that the self-weight load q was constant along the cable, parameter c was
defined as

c = − q
H

(6)

Substituting c in Equation (6) into Equation (5) and integrating, the expression of cable
produced the following:

y =
1
c

cosh(cx + a) + b (7)

Boundary conditions were given:{
x = 0, y = 0
x = l, y = h

(8)

Based on Equations (7) and (8), a and b were solved:

a = arcsinh

 hc

2sinh
(

cl
2

)
 (9)

b = −1
c

cosh a (10)

The initial shape of the cable considering only self-weight was calculated using the
above formula, which served as the initial base for the following analysis.

Also, the sag of the suspension cable was calculated by Equation (11), in which x was
half of one span for a conductor.

ysag =
1
c

cosh
(
cx0.5span + a

)
+ b (11)

2.2. Approximate Equations of Suspension Cable under the Action of Single Concentrated Force

In long-span CRSSI, the expression for the cable differed from the above calculation
due to the additional loading caused by SI and conductors. For simplification, additional
concentrated force was set at the lowest point of the catenary, and the cable was symmetrical
in shape. The demonstration of loading on cable is shown in Figure 5, where m denotes the
sum of the mass of conductors and the mass of the insulator. In Figure 5, point A denotes
the left end, point B denotes the right end, and point C denotes the lowest point.

According to the differential equations of cable mechanics in the above chapter, despite
the additional loading from the conductor and the overhanging insulator, the cable between
the fixed end and SI kept the original shape of the catenary. Therefore, in order to derive the
shape formula of cable considering the concentrated force, half of the mass of conductors
and insulator, m2, was transformed into an equivalent cable segment with length x, as shown
in Figure 6. Point A denotes the fixed end. Point B denotes the lowest end of the cable and
the starting point of the equivalent cable. Point C denotes the end of the equivalent cable.
The dashed line denotes the symmetric part of the cable from the fixed end, A(0, 0), to the
hanging point, B(x0, y0). The red line segment from B to C denotes the equivalent cable for
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the mass of conductors and the insulator. Point C denotes the virtual lowest point of the
equivalent catenary. Accordingly, A, B, and C were located in the same catenary.
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The base of the differential formula of the arc length is as follows:

ds =

√
1 +

(
dy
dx

)2
dx (12)

s =
∫ l

0

√
1 +

(
dy
dx

)2
dx (13)

The equivalent length le of the virtual suspension cable is given by the mass of the
conductors and insulator:

le =
m2g

q
(14)

Replacing s in Equation (13) with le in Equation (14) yields

m2g
q

=
∫ x1

x0

√
1 +

(
dy
dx

)2
dx (15)

According to the formula of catenary,

dy
dx

= sinh(cx + a) (16)

Replacing dy/dx in Equation (15) with Equation (16), the catenary of suspension cable
is given as follows:

m2g
q

=
∫ x1

x0

√
1 + (sinh(cx + a))2dx (17)

Based on Equations (9) and (17), the coordinate x0 of the equivalent suspension length
can be solved. Bringing x0 into Equation (7), y0 is obtained.
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According to the geometric relationship,

y f = f (x + x0)− y0 (18)

Bringing x0 and y0 into Equation (18), the shape of cable under the concentrated force
is obtained. The above formula took the lowest point of the catenary as the origin.

2.3. Numerical Solution of the Approximate Equations for Cables under the Action of Concentrated
Forces

In practical engineering, it is possible to carry out an analysis of the numerical solution
of the function using design conditions so that the initial shape and the initial prestress can
be defined for construction.

We can assume that the expression of the catenary is as follows:

y = a cosh
(

x − b
a

)
− c (19)

where a, b, and c are unknown parameters for the above equation.
The origin, the lowest point, and the end point of the suspension cable in the practical

project were set according to the actual topography. The origin was A(0, 0), and the lowest
point was B(x0, y0). In the above analysis, it was found that the tangent line at the end
point C was horizontal, and the mass and length of the equivalent suspension section can
be obtained via calculation.

We can bring A(0, 0) into Equation (19):

c = a cosh
(
−b
a

)
(20)

Replacing c in Equation (19) by Equation (20), the expression was simplified:

y = a cosh
(

x − b
a

)
− a cosh

(
−b
a

)
(21)

We can bring B(x0, y0) into Equation (21):

0 = a cosh
(

x0 − b
a

)
− a cosh

(
−b
a

)
− y0 (22)

According to Equation (22), a and b were solved by a calculation process. First, the
initial values of a, b were selected and were brought into Equation (23):

∆b = y0 −
(

a cosh
(

x0 − b
a

)
− a cosh

(
−b
a

))
(23)

If ∆b = 0, the value of b is satisfied. For simplification, the thresholding value for ∆b
was given:

−0.001 < ∆b < 0.001 (24)

If Equation (24) was satisfied, the value of b was satisfied. If not, the value of b was
changed to recalculate. This process continued until the best value of b was determined.
The function of the cable was given by a and b.

The calculation of the length of the arc was given:

s =
∫ x1

x0

√
1 + y′2dx (25)

According to Equation (25), the length of the suspension cable from B to C can be
calculated by Equation (25), where C is a random point in the suspension cable. The length
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lbc from B to C can be compared with the equivalent section length le, which was defined as
Equation (14). As per the analysis above, it was accurate when lbc = le. For simplification,
the thresholding number for lbc was given as follows:

−0.001 <
lbc − le

lbc
< 0.001 (26)

If Equation (26) was satisfied, point C was determined. If not, another point was
selected to recalculate until Equation (26) was satisfied. As analyzed above, y′c = 0. y′c can
be given based on the coordinate of C and Equation (16). The thresholding number for y′c
was given as follows:

−0.001 < y′c < 0.001 (27)

The values of a and b met the requirements when Equation (27) was satisfied. If not,
the value of a and b were changed to recalculate. This process was continued until the
function of the suspension cable was determined. The process diagram is shown in Figure 7.
The length of section AB of the cable can be calculated according to the determined formula
and Equation (25); that is, the actual length of the project after the function was determined.
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Based on an example, the numerical simulation process is demonstrated below.
According to the actual engineering design parameters, the overall span of the sus-

pension cable was 1000 m, and the lowest point of the design was 110 m. The coordinates
of point A were (0, 0), and the coordinates of point B were (500,−110), which is shown in
Figure 8. The length of the equivalent section of insulators and conductors was le = 2175 m.
For point B, the coordinate was (500,−110), which meant the span of the suspension cable
was 1000 m, and the lowest of the suspension cable was −110 m. The numerical simulation
showed that the requirements were satisfied when a = 9900 and b = 2603.5. A diagram
of the numerical simulation example is shown in Figure 9. Thus, it was calculated that
x1 = 2655.
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In this case, the function was

y = 9900 cosh
(

x − 2603.5
9900

)
− 9900 cosh

(
−2603.5

9900

)
= 9900 cosh

(
x − 2603.5

9900

)
− 1024.3 (28)

The actual length of the suspension cable, which was also the length of section AB,
was as follows:

L =

500∫
0

9900 cosh
(

x − 2603.5
9900

)
− 1024.3 =513.21(m) (29)

3. Dynamic Properties Determined by Numerical Analysis
3.1. FE Modeling

The CRS system is a flexible transmission line structural system, and wind-induced
structural vibration is critical to its structural safety. The CRS system was composed of
cables, which were characterized by small stiffness and large deformation. In practical
engineering, the CRS system is mostly used in mountainous areas, where the wind field
condition is complex. Due to significant flexibility, there is a huge impact on the structure
induced by a complex wind field. Therefore, in the structural simulation analysis of the CRS
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system, a reasonable finite element model was indispensable for evaluating its structural
performance. For the finite element model, the geometric nonlinearity, which was suitable
for a CRS system with significant flexibility, was considered. Also, the finite element model
can be used for static analysis while considering static wind load.

As described above, the CRS system was composed of suspension cables, conductors,
insulators, and anchorages, while guyed masts and towers were removed. According to
the parameters for practical engineering and function analyzed above, coordinates for a
suspension cable and conductor were calculated. For the conductor, the initial shape was
catenary. For the suspension cable, the initial shape was the approximate equations of
suspension cable under the action of a single concentrated force. The suspension cable that
hung the suspension insulator was anchored on both ends. The upper end of the insulator
was connected to the suspension cable, and the lower end was connected to the conductor.
For the conductor, one end was connected to the suspension cable, while another end
was anchored. Details on the FE model are given in Figure 10. For a complex flexible
structural system, the convergence problem was critical when considering geometrical
nonlinearity. This paper adopted an assembly modeling approach. Using this approach,
separate analyses of the CRS of the deformed shape and loading states were conducted
and finally assembled. All members were modeled by a two-node link element type
in three-dimensional space, which meant only tensile force and strain were considered
for each element, and the bending and torsion stiffness were ignored [3]. The multiple
spans of CRSSI were also modeled and analyzed while considering application to different
topographies. The FE model for a multi-span CRSSI is shown in Figure 11.
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3.2. Dynamic Behavior of CRS
3.2.1. Vibration Modes and Natural Frequencies of Long-Span CRSSI

Firstly, a two-span CRS system was analyzed for modal analysis. The purpose of the
modal analysis was to determine the inherent frequency and vibration pattern of the CRS
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so as to obtained the vibration characteristics. The modal analyses conducted are shown in
Figure 12.
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symmetric lateral bending (0.0790 Hz); (b) 1st asymmetric vertical bending (0.0813 Hz).

Different numbers of spans were set for the modal analysis of the CRS system. It
showed that the frequencies of the same modal for the CRS system were different when
considering different numbers of spans. Therefore, the same mode of vibration of the CRS
system with different spans should be compared. According to modal calculation results,
the frequency of the same mode of vibration decreased as the number of spans increased,
as shown in Table 1. The calculated results were plotted on a line graph, as shown in
Figure 13. The modes of vibration are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Also, the order of the
mode of vibration appearing at different spans was different. At two and three spans, the
modes of vibration appeared in the order of the first symmetric lateral bending and the first
asymmetric vertical bending. At four and five spans, the orders were the first asymmetric
vertical bending and the first symmetric lateral bending. Also, the frequency of the mode
of vibration decreased more at the first asymmetric vertical bending. Therefore, it was
advised that number of spans selected should be lower than three.

Table 1. Frequency of long-span CRS system at different spans.

Spans 1st Symmetric Lateral Bending (Hz) 1st Asymmetric Vertical Bending (Hz)

2 0.0790 0.0813
3 0.0776 0.0780
4 0.0771 0.0746
5 0.0768 0.0715
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3.2.2. Influence of Insulator Structural Parameters on the Dynamic Characteristics
of the CRSSI

The type of insulator and the corresponding parameters were different for multiple
applications. In the study of dynamic characteristics, the length of insulators should
be concerned. Different lengths of the insulators were modified, and the corresponding
dynamic characteristics of the CRS system were studied. For insulators, the length of
composite insulators used in fouled areas was longer. In areas with hard pollution, the
number of pieces of composite insulators was higher, and the total insulator length was
15 m [33]. This chapter focused on the influence of insulator parameters on the dynamic
characteristics of the CRS system by modifying the length of the insulator.

Different lengths of SI were set up for the modal analysis of the CRS system. It can
be summarized from the calculation results that the natural frequency of the CRS system
decreased as the insulator length increased. The reason was that the increment in the length
of the SI decreased the stiffness of the structure. Also, with the increase in the number of
spans, the impact of the length of the SI on the natural frequency of the structure decreased.
The change in the length of the insulator had a small effect on the modal and frequency
of the first asymmetric vertical bending but a large influence on the frequency of the first
symmetric lateral bending. The calculated results were plotted on a line graph, as shown
in Figure 16. For CRSSI, the decrease in the length of the insulator can reduce the natural
frequency. For the transmission tower, when the length of the insulator was too small,
the conductor and suspension cable were close to each other, which may lead to a danger
of discharge. Therefore, an appropriate and safe insulator length should be selected in
practical projects when construction.

3.2.3. Comparison of CRSSI and CRSTI

For a CRS system, there are two main types, CRSSI and CRSTI. In order to compare
the dynamic characteristics of the two systems, FE models were established. The dynamic
characteristics were calculated and summarized for both systems.

FE models were established to calculate the frequency of CRSTI, and a comparison was
made between the natural frequency of the same mode of vibration of CRSSI and CRSTI.
The natural frequency of each mode of vibration is shown in Table 2. The calculated results
were plotted on a line graph, as shown in Figure 17. For the first symmetric lateral bending,
the natural frequency of CRSTI was higher than CRSSI in the two spans. The opposite was
true when the number of spans was higher than two. For asymmetric vertical bending, the
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natural frequency of CRSTI was lower than CRSSI. According to the results, an increase
in the number of spans caused a decrease in the stiffness of the structure, which led to a
decrease in the natural frequency. The decrease in structural stiffness was not linear. As the
number of spans increases, the reduction in structural stiffness decreases with an increase
in span. Compared with CRSSI, the decrease in stiffness for CRSTI was more pronounced
with an increase in the number of spans. This indicated that CRSTI was more sensitive to
the number of spans. In the case of CRSSI, the crossing of conductors at lower frequencies
led to structural damage or short circuits in the transmission line, resulting in economic
losses. Therefore, in practical construction, the selection of an appropriate system should
align with diverse requirements related to topography and engineering considerations.
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Table 2. Comparison of natural frequency between the CRSSI and the CRSTI.

Spans

1st Symmetric Lateral Bending (Hz) 1st Asymmetric Vertical Bending (Hz)

CRSTI
CRSSI

(SI: 6.42 m)
CRSSI

(SI: 12 m) CRSTI
CRSSI

(SI: 6.42 m)
CRSSI

(SI: 12 m)

2 0.0818 0.0790 0.0768 0.0653 0.0813 0.0812
3 0.0689 0.0776 0.0746 0.0585 0.0780 0.0779
4 0.0650 0.0771 0.0736 0.0540 0.0746 0.0744
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4. Study on Static Wind Load Response for CRSSI 
4.1. Calculation of Wind Load 

CRS systems with insulators were mainly applied in mountainous areas. The wind 
load was one of the main external loads that the structure was subjected to. The CRS sys-
tem with insulator was a wind-sensitive structure. To ensure security, a structural analysis 
of wind load should be carried out. This chapter focused on the calculation and analysis 
of the internal force of the suspension cable and the lateral displacement of the conductor 
for the CRSSI. 

Wind loads were considered static wind loads for convenience. According to the 
wind profile, the average speed of wind in different altitudes was calculated by 
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Figure 17. Comparison of natural frequency between CRSSI and CRSTI: (a) 1st symmetric lateral
bending; (b) 1st asymmetric vertical bending.
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4. Study on Static Wind Load Response for CRSSI
4.1. Calculation of Wind Load

CRS systems with insulators were mainly applied in mountainous areas. The wind
load was one of the main external loads that the structure was subjected to. The CRS system
with insulator was a wind-sensitive structure. To ensure security, a structural analysis of
wind load should be carried out. This chapter focused on the calculation and analysis of
the internal force of the suspension cable and the lateral displacement of the conductor for
the CRSSI.

Wind loads were considered static wind loads for convenience. According to the wind
profile, the average speed of wind in different altitudes was calculated by

v(z) = vb

(
z
zb

)α

(30)

where v(z) is the average speed of winds in target altitude (m/s), vb is the standard speed
of wind (m/s), z is the target altitude (m), and zb is the standard target altitude (m). α is the
ground roughness exponent. Static wind loads can be calculated from a combination of air
density, wind speed, windward area, and drag coefficient [34].

It was clear that the windward area was proportional to the wind load. Therefore, the
most adverse condition for wind direction was perpendicular to conductors or suspension
cables. Wind speeds were calculated for conditions from 0 m/s to 25 m/s. Figure 18 shows
a diagram of the structure under wind load.
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4.2. Response of Wind Load

As described above, the major concern in static wind load conditions was the internal
force and horizontal deformation of the structure. Typical deformation of the long-span
CRS under static wind load is shown in Figure 19.

A static wind load was applied to obtain the horizontal displacement of CRSSI. The
horizontal displacement of CRSSI was calculated. The length of the suspension insulator
was 6.42 m. The displacement of CRSSI was composed of displacement for the insulator,
suspension cable, and conductor. In order to analyze the increment in displacement, the
displacement of the insulator, suspension cable, and conductor was also calculated. A
diagram of different displacements of CRSSI is shown in Figure 20. Moreover, the same
calculations were used for CRSSI, in which the length of SI was 0 m in comparison.
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Suspension
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d'Conductord'Cable

Conductor

Figure 20. Diagram of displacement of suspension cable of long-span CRSSI (Dotted: undeformed,
Solid: deformed, SI = 6.42 m).

As analyzed above, dSum was calculated:

dSum = dCable + dInsulator + dConductor (31)

where dCable is the displacement of the conductor, dConductor is the placement of the conductor,
and dInsulator is the displacement of the insulator. Here, the length of the SI was 6.42 m.

When the length of the SI was 0 m, the displacement of the insulator was 0 m; a
diagram of each displacement is shown in Figure 21. As analyzed above, d′Sum was
calculated as follows:

d′Sum = d′Cable + d′Conductor (32)

where d′Cable is the displacement of the conductor, and d′Conductor is the placement of the
conductor. Here, the length of the SI was 0 m.

In Table 3, dCable is approximately equal to d′Cable, which means the displacement
of the suspension cable had a small influence on the increment in displacement. On the
contrary, the displacement of the insulator could not be ignored. To analyze the reason for
the increment in displacement, ∆d was calculated:

∆d = dSum − d′Sum (33)

where dSum is the horizontal displacement for SI = 6.42 m, and d′Sum is the horizontal
displacement for SI = 0 m.
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Table 3. Comparison of displacement for SI with length of 6.42 m and length of 0 m.

Wind Speed
(m/s)

SI = 6.42 m SI = 0 m
∆d

dSum dCable dInsulator dConductor d’
Sum d’

Cable d’
Conductor

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.93 0.01 0.12 0.80 0.87 0.01 0.86 0.06

10 3.73 0.05 0.46 3.22 3.50 0.05 3.45 0.23
15 8.20 0.11 1.01 7.08 7.68 0.11 7.57 0.52
20 14.20 0.20 1.75 12.25 13.29 0.20 13.09 0.91
25 21.00 0.30 2.60 18.10 19.70 0.30 19.40 1.30

dSum, d′Sum, ∆d, and dInsulator were plotted as a line graph in Figure 22. ∆d was approx-
imately half of dInsulator. The reason for this was that maximum horizontal displacement
for the conductor was at the midpoint of the conductor. The increase in dInsulator increased
the displacement of one end for the conductor, while the other end of the conductor did
not change. Thus, based on conditions of geometry, the increment of dConductor was approx-
imately half of dInsulator. So, ∆d was approximately half of dInsulator. The larger dInsulator
resulted in a larger dConductor, and the horizonal displacement of the CRS system increased.
In summary, a longer SI resulted in lower frequency and greater displacement, while a
shorter SI posed a risk of discharge and made construction more challenging. Consequently,
the length of the SI must be constrained within reasonable limits.
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A static wind load was applied to obtain the horizontal displacement of CRSTI, and
a comparison between CRSTI and CRSSI was made. The displacements of the conductor
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under different wind speeds for the two systems are shown in Figure 23. It was summarized
that horizontal displacements of the conductor were increased with the increase in wind
speed in the two systems. Further, the horizontal displacement of CRSSI was higher than
that of CRSTI. The reason for this was that under the same condition of wind speed, for
CRSSI, the wind load acted not only on the conductor and the cable but also on the insulator.
The increment in the displacement caused by the insulator needed to be considered, which
led to the displacement of CRSSI being higher. In practical application, an excessive lateral
displacement led to a distance between the conductor and the cable that fell below the safe
space, posing a risk to the integrity of the transmission structure.
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(b) horizontal displacement (wind speed = 10 m/s). 

Figure 23. Influence of wind speed on tensile force of suspension cable.

Different numbers of spans were used to study their influence on the tension force
of the suspension cable and horizontal displacement. The results are shown in Figure 24.
As shown in Figure 24, the increase in the spans had no effect on the tensile force of the
suspension cable and the horizontal displacement of the conductor. The same calculation
was used for CRSTI, and the results are shown in Figure 25. The calculation results were
similar for both systems, and the number of spans had no effect on the two systems. In the
case of horizontal displacement, an increase in spans not only raised the wind load on the
structure but also added weight to the entire system. As a result, the incremental increase
in horizontal displacement could be disregarded for both structures. Regarding tension
force, the conductors were connected to insulators or suspension cables, and an increase in
span had no influence on the individual conductor, resulting in the constancy of tensile
force on both structures.
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5. Conclusions 
This paper presents a study of a theoretical modeling approach and FE analysis for 

long-span CRS with a suspension insulator. The following conclusions were drawn: 
• The formula for cables of a long-span CRS system with an insulator and a process of 

numerical solution were given. Based on classic expression of catenary, the approxi-
mate formula of suspension cable under the action of a single concentrated force was 
derived. A process for numerical solution was given and demonstrated. The pre-
sented discussion about the expression of cable was proved to be meaningful for fur-
ther modeling in FEA. The function of suspension cables and conductors deduced in 
this paper was applicable to calculate the non-tensional length before construction. 

• With an FE model, dynamic properties of a long-span CRS with a suspension insula-
tor were analyzed. The natural frequency of CRSSI decreased with the increase in the 
number of spans and the length of the SI. Moreover, comparisons between CRSSI and 
CRSTI were made. With regard to the vibration mode of the first symmetric lateral 
bending, the natural frequency of CRSTI was higher than that of CRSSI in the two 
spans. The opposite was true when the number of spans was higher than two. With 
regard to the mode of vibration of the first asymmetric vertical bending, the natural 
frequency of CRSTI was lower than that of CRSSI. 

• The loading effect of static wind on long-span CRS with a suspension insulator was 
calculated by means of FEA. Increasing wind speed resulted in an increase in hori-
zontal displacement of the conductor for CRSSI. The number of spans had less influ-
ence on the tension of the suspension cable and the horizontal displacement of the 
conductor. With the same conditions of wind speed, the horizontal displacement of 
CRSSI was higher than CRSTI. 
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Figure 25. Influence of number of spans of conductor for CRSTI: (a) tensile force of suspension cable
(b) horizontal displacement (wind speed = 10 m/s).

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a study of a theoretical modeling approach and FE analysis for
long-span CRS with a suspension insulator. The following conclusions were drawn:

• The formula for cables of a long-span CRS system with an insulator and a process of
numerical solution were given. Based on classic expression of catenary, the approx-
imate formula of suspension cable under the action of a single concentrated force
was derived. A process for numerical solution was given and demonstrated. The
presented discussion about the expression of cable was proved to be meaningful for
further modeling in FEA. The function of suspension cables and conductors deduced
in this paper was applicable to calculate the non-tensional length before construction.

• With an FE model, dynamic properties of a long-span CRS with a suspension insulator
were analyzed. The natural frequency of CRSSI decreased with the increase in the
number of spans and the length of the SI. Moreover, comparisons between CRSSI and
CRSTI were made. With regard to the vibration mode of the first symmetric lateral
bending, the natural frequency of CRSTI was higher than that of CRSSI in the two
spans. The opposite was true when the number of spans was higher than two. With
regard to the mode of vibration of the first asymmetric vertical bending, the natural
frequency of CRSTI was lower than that of CRSSI.

• The loading effect of static wind on long-span CRS with a suspension insulator was cal-
culated by means of FEA. Increasing wind speed resulted in an increase in horizontal
displacement of the conductor for CRSSI. The number of spans had less influence on
the tension of the suspension cable and the horizontal displacement of the conductor.
With the same conditions of wind speed, the horizontal displacement of CRSSI was
higher than CRSTI.
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